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Bhakti Yoga is the yoga of bhakti four days a week Nancy Seitz Shivanand unrolls her yoga mat for practicing 90 minutes in yoga tradition. But her yoga doesn't end when Savasana does. By enthusiastically embracing some of yoga's devotional practices, Seitz — a 55-year-old editor in Manhattan — developed a sweet sense of connection with the divine rife through devotional
yoga throughout his life. Every morning she exercises 30 minutes of devotional mantra meditation. Before he leaves for work, he repeats a mantra for safe passage. He offers gratitude before each meal. She attends a weekly Aarti (Prakash) ceremony at her local Sivananda Kendra. Thanks for watching! At home, he performs a ritual of worship on his altar-the Hindu goddess
saraswati of music, art and knowledge, offering milk, rice, flowers and water, as well as other deities. She dedicates her yoga practice to the spirit of the leader of the lineage that she follows, the late Swami Sivananda. Devotion just gives a different dimension to my spiritual practice, says Seitz. It is really difficult day in day to keep awareness in the world of the day and stay
positive, and this awareness of the divine helps. Thanks for watching! Thanks for watching! Like other modern yogis, Seitz has found bhakti yoga, known as the Sum of Devotion, a lifesaver as he navigates a busy modern existence. What does Bhakti Yoga mean? The Sanskrit word bhakti comes from the root of the root, which means to worship or worship God. Bhakti Yoga is
called Sangh through love and love and devotion for love. Bhakti Yoga, like any other form of yoga, is a path to self-realization, to be experiencing loneliness with everything. Devotion is the sum of personal relationship with God, says Jai Convex, a musician who learns the art of devotion from his guru late Neem Karli Baba. At the heart of devotion is surrender, says Convex, who
lives in California but travels the world's leading kirtan and chanting workshops. Yoga scholar David Frawley agrees. In his book Yoga: The Greater Tradition, he writes that the ultimate expression of Bhakti Yoga is surrendering the Supreme Soul as one's inner self. One's mind, emotions and senses along the way have to focus on the divine, he says. Where American yoga to
practice devotional yoga as being mature, interest in devotional yoga has exploded. The Aslen Institute in Big Sur, California, holds an annual devotional festival. The yoga tree in San Francisco hosted a festive devotional yoga sunsplash with music. And there is another yoga festival worth attending bhakti utsav. Bhakti Yoga is becoming a popular form of yoga how yogis practice
bhakti yoga today's Western yogis do not practice devotion as patriarchal figure in white robes to a Hindu deity, guru or God (though some do). Many Western people who practice Bhakti Yoga join the idea of God, dear, soul, self or more of the source. As Convex says, everyone Have your own thoughts or feelings 'God'. Devotion to me means whatever strikes your heart with
beauty, whoever hits your heart mark and inspires you to just feel loved, says Sienna Sherman, a senior asanka yoga teacher. As you tap into this universal love, you naturally develop a sense of faith that this generous, intelligent universe provides; You relax; And you can not help generating positive energy for others. Frawley adds the sweetest of devotional yoga approaches and
says it's often more accessible than other forms of yoga, which can explain its growing popularity. At first, American yoga was just a matter of fitness, says Carlos Pomeda, a yoga scholar in Austin, Texas. But more and more we are seeing people discover this whole other world of love and devotion. Also see Lead from Your Heart: How to Practice Bhakti Yoga Brief History Bhakti
in the purest form of yoga burns like bhakti agni in the heart. An early and extreme example of Bhakti Yogi comes from the 12th century, when a 10-year-old girl named Axa Mahadevi abandoned a childhood game and instead became a devotee of Shiva, the Hindu deity known as the aspect of destructive forces. Mahadevi finally married a local king. But she found that her
overwhelming love for Shiva overshadowed the mortal love. She rejected her husband and fled. According to legend, she left all of the state's wealth, even leaving her clothes behind, and used her long hair to cover her body. For the rest of his life, Mahadevi dedicated his hymn to Shiva, as he traveled joyfully across India as a wandering poet and saint. Akka Mahadevi is part of
the rich tradition of Bhakti Yoga, which is historically seen as a response to a more ascetic approach to self-realization. Five thousand years ago, yoga represented a spirit of struggle, a solitary quest to overcome body and mind. In his pursuit of knowledge, the typical yogi left clothes in favor of a loincloth, shunned physical possessions, and paid little attention to the body's desire
for food and sex. By sacrificing all worldly pleasures, they sought to calm their minds and know self. But there was another idea going on—one that emphasized the importance of turning love for God. The turning point in accepting this new route was the Bhagavad Gita, which was written somewhere between the third and second century BC. The Gita, often called the Love Song
for God, expressed the view that it is possible to move towards the highest goal – of spiritual perception – by developing a relationship from the heart. Pomeda says that Gita is the birthplace of Bhakti Yoga. It was the first statement where you see devotion as a different and complete passage. With the idea cracked wide open, yogis began to see devotion as a legitimate path to
knowledge. However, the Gita does not write any special on the path of devotion. It will take many centuries to solidify the systematic practice of bhakti yoga, according to Pomeda. through Century CE, the first devotional school in shaiva tradition started spring in South India. These schools advocated devotion: worship and chant mantras to gods like Shiva, Krishna, Vishnu and
Kali; singing devotional songs; Following a master; Meditation on God; Reading and writing blissful poetry; and perform rituals like puja and aarti ceremonies. The devotional tradition emphasized the intense longing to know God, often called dear in the poetry of that time. In a beautiful way, Bhakti Yoga attaches importance to love and tolerance, which was revolutionary in India's
traditional caste system. Traditionally, women stayed at home and only upper-caste men underning serious spiritual studies. But the texts show that everyone, of whatever gender or class, was welcomed to embrace devotional practices. Lower castes and women show nowhere much in the narratives of this time, but they appear in devotional traditions in India, says Pomeda. It
speaks to the democratic spirit of devotion, the universality of devotion. How can you incorporate Bhakti Yoga into your daily life? Bhakti Yoga is the path of devotion Bhakti Yoga is one of the six systems of yoga revered throughout history which can lead you to complete awareness about your true nature. Other passages of self-realization hatha yoga (change of personal
consciousness through the practice starting in the body); Knowledge Yoga (Internal Knowledge and Insight); Karma Yoga (skills in karma); Kriya Yoga (ritual action); and Raja Yoga (eight-limb route also known as the classical yoga of Patanjali). These paths are not mutually exclusive, although, for many, one path would resonate more deeply. Ayurvedic physician, scholar and
author Robert Swoboda illuminates these systems in a way: he says that a posture practice (as part of Hatha Yoga) provides an opportunity to collect and direct the vitality needed to follow the harsh path of a true bhakti yogi. When you have removed clear barriers in the movement of prana, your kosha [body cover] will be able to transmit [prana], he says. Then you can collect and
refine it and get it deep down in your marrow. But while getting your soul circulating is a worthy goal, Svoboda thinks it's not important — and possibly detrimental to the path of devotion — to get stuck in complex posture exercises, which could deter you from the right goal of knowing your authentic self. Some Western yogis occasionally soak in bhakti yoga through prayer or
kirtan. But if you're looking to find a serious practitioner union with the divine, a more rigorous practice is in order. Swoboda says the path of devotion involves complete dedication and dedication. He does not identify any person, deity, object or idea to which bhakti yogis should dedicate themselves. Everyone needs to find out whatever process they believe in — to ask God to
pray or request the universe — They say. You need to say, 'I desperately need to be guided, and I request guidance as to what to do, who has to worship, how to worship, and when to do.' I am requesting your permanent direction in my life. And you may need to do so repeatedly, Svoboda says, unless you actually surrender, not just superficially surrender. He says that you need
determination, patience and a certain frustration to fully surrender on the path of devotion. It sounds like a tall order for Western countries, but it's certainly worth trying. They advise, if you practice asanas, do a little devotional practice every day. If it works for you, devote yourself to it; Determination pays off. You have to decide that this path of devotion is what you are going to do -
[that]is the most important for you. Tell yourself that life is short, that death is inevitable. Say to yourself, 'I don't want to be where I am now when I die.' Who is your guru or your God? Just as Akka Mahadevi dedicated himself to Shiva, some modern devotions dedicate themselves to a distinguished deity. For example, seitz books feel guided by Muse and other gods in their
creative work in the field of publishing. Yet others have a master, dedicated to the living or the dead. For the practitioners of integral yoga, this swami is Satyananda; Sivananda Yogi respects Swami Sivananda; The members of Siddha Yoga follow Gurumayi Chidvilasananda. Each of these traditions maintains ashrams or centers where followers gather to receive spiritual
education and come together for acts of worship such as meditation and puja ceremonies. Some seem to be the essential guru for the path of devotion. Northern California yoga teacher Thomas Fortle was deeply involved in the proven yoga tradition for two decades. He says that his teacher, Gurumayi, made him feel safe enough to explore and surrender before God. Convex
says that his guru Neem Karli Baba helped him to teach that divine energy is in everyone. But both students bring modern spin to guru's question. In the end, it's all about internally what I've learned and making it my own, Fortel says. Convex suggests that a Hindu guru is not necessary. I believe everyone has a mentor. He says he doesn't necessarily take a human form, but if they
need it, it's there. Devotion to me takes a special form: singing kirtan, playing music, and being married and being daddy. I think my little boy has as much of an expression of my devotional practice as any mantra. But he hesitates to say that he can give a true definition of devotion or say that the practice involves anyone but himself. One of the scary things about being asked the
definition of devotion is that it opens the door for me to think I know something. Remember one of the greatest parts of devotion to me that I have nothing । Anything I do for my ego just brings more arrogance. All I can begin to do is provide everything to God. See also Param Vibration: Bhakti Yoga and Shakti of Kirtan are breaking the definition of Bhakti Yoga Modern devotional
yogis believe that gurus can be found in all things. Devotion then becomes a state of mind, a consciousness that involves embracing the beloved – whatever form it takes. San Francisco yoga teacher Rusty Wells calls his style of yoga devotional flow. The definition of bhakti yoga for them can be unnecessarily complicated: I have always understood that embracing the relationship
with dear, divine, God or other sensitive creatures on this planet is a simple way, he says. He often encourages students to begin their effort, compassion, and class by offering a sense of devotion to someone in their lives who offers conflict or suffering. Sherman, who also relies on contemporary interpretation of devotion, aims to inspire the practice of devotion in his students.
Everyone shares a love experience, but it looks different for every person, she says. Some people go crazy in love with different aspects of nature; For others, it's a way of dancing or poetic speaking. It can look like so many different things. I try not to determine what is for anyone, but just by teaching me from that place of love inside me, my hope is that people feel welcome to find
that place inside me. See Devotion also in Motion: 3 Rituals To Put Your Way To The Pedestal With Meaning: Kirtan is a way to find that place inside yourself by singing, especially singing hymns to God. Kirtan, or chanting calls and reactions, is one of the traditional forms of devotional yoga; The word means praise. In India, people worship them by singing songs of praise to
specific deities. Today you can find Kirtan festivals in many yoga studios, concert halls and retreat centres across the country. Convex says Kirtan can help channel the way emotions heal. We need to heal the heart as a culture, share the heart, express the heart. Ultimately, we need to use the heart to heal the world and connect us with God. The two things happen together.
Convex sees an increase of interest in bhakti yoga as kirtan as a wonderful thing for collective consciousness: the view of spirituality in the West is not taken into account that all of the stuff in our hearts. It's the physical posture and rigorous meditation techniques that, until deeply understood, can turn to the emotional self-side. On the other hand, singing your praises to God, you
have a habit of opening your heart and can make a direct connection to God, or at the very least create a positive feeling in your heart. Svoboda agrees that it's good to get into a new place to sing Bhajan (Sanskrit Bhajan). But he warns against thinking that you can actually join Bhakti Yoga by joining Kirtan occasionally. It won't be enough to have a transformative effect in itself
that will penetrate the deep and dark parts of your being, he says. I don't think most people in the yoga community have the concept of degree of emotional depth and intensity Textures that are really essential for bhakti yoga to flower. The future of Bhakti Yoga is bright. The future of Bhakti Yoga still, it is a good thing that the West are starting to experiment with Bhakti Yoga and
explore this path for connection with the divine. The Gita opened the door so that no one could build a relationship with God, says Pomeda. Persistence teachers are not trained much in devotion, but Pomeda estimates that, as American yoga practice deepens, more instructors will find it within themselves— and will bring more devotion to the practice of teaching others. It's great,
he says. We are finally exploring the richness of what yoga has to offer. Although it is an ancient tradition, that prosperity extends beyond the mat and even in the fast pace of modern life. The path of devotion to Seitz has changed the way life is experienced. In manhattan's frenzy, it's associated with him a community of like-minded yogis who attend ritual ceremonies at the
Sivananda Center. Her devotional practices help her stay positive and feel gratitude during life-worldly activities such as eating a meal or riding the subway. I think people probably think they don't have time for devotional yoga, says Seitz. People think, 'Well, I've got 5 minutes, enlightened me.' But when you take time off, you can realize that devotion is another way to move
forward on the spiritual path. Echoing the sentiments of many, Seitz simply says it's a practice he does one day in the hope of gaining knowledge. Day.
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